SD44 Platte-Winner Bridge Initial Cut/Fill Analysis for Current Alternative Alignments – March 12, 2018 (DRAFT)
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Notes/Initial Analysis:

South 125
(6,020 feet)

North 125: Still noteworthy amount of cut needed in this
alignment. Cut volume on the west side shows the relative
benefit of skewing the alignment so that we get back to
existing sooner.
North Skew: Longer bridge length due to shifted abutments
may counteract any cut/fill benefits of this route. Still large
volume of cut on east side.
South 125: The profile seems to be about right for this
alignment. Substantial amount of fill potentially required still,
but the overall footprint is smaller than other options.

SD44 Platte-Winner Bridge Corridor Study and Environmental Assessment
Northern Alignment Evaluation Matrix – August 2018
Alignment

North
Skew 400’

North 125’

Geotechnical

West Side: Skew returns
the highway to existing
alignment closer to the
river (versus N125
alignment) reducing the
footprint
East Side: 400-foot
separation from SD44
pushes the alignment
beyond the “shelf” and
into uncertain geology with
greater impacts to the
ridgeline on this side

West Side: Largest
footprint of the three
northern alignments,
causes long-term
maintenance concerns
(landslides)
East Side: Better
understood geology and
reduces the cut impacts to
the ridgeline

Refined
North
Skew

West Side: by pushing to
the edge of the
foundations buffer, the
skew comes closer to
SD44, further reducing the
footprint
East Side: better
positioned to use the
geologic shelf and reduce
bridge length (versus North
Skew 400)

Cultural Resources

Alignment appears to
avoid the “living surface”
area encountered in the
May 2018 dig and the
unevaluated site previously
identified, but overall
footprint still at risk of
conflicting

Conflicts with the May
2018 cultural resource
survey “living surface” and
a previously unevaluated
site – raising the
alignment above the site is
an avoidance option

Conflicts with the May
2018 cultural resource
survey “living surface” and
a previously unevaluated
site – raising the
alignment above the site is
an avoidance option

Section 4(f)/6(f)
SCRA: Has potential to
avoid the maintenance
shops area – allowing it to
stay in place during and
after construction, but
uncertain if that is the
case. Other North side
resources (residence,
dump station) are
impacted
West End: space appears
to be available for staging
on the north side, limiting
potential use of south side
boat launch area for
staging
SCRA: Has the potential to
avoid the residence. Other
North side resources
(house, dump station are
impacted)
West End: less space for
staging on north side
compared to skewed
alternatives; potentially
causes need for south side
boat launch area staging
uses
SCRA: Residence,
Maintenance, and Dump
Station are impacted
West End: appears to
create most space on north
side for staging, thereby
limiting the potential need
to use the south side of
SD44 for staging

Other Environmental
Resources

East side habitat impact
and disturbance to the
landscape is heaviest with
this option, potentially
more challenging
alignment for Section 408
permitting
West side is already
generally disturbed with
minimal natural resources
to be impacted

East side natural resource
impacts are minimal,
shorter bridge length could
result in less in-river
impacts, but the footprint
on the west impacts more
habitat
West side is already
generally disturbed with
minimal natural resources
to be impacted
East side impacts are
reduced (relative to North
Skew 400) by running
through the area occupied
by buildings and better
avoidance of the lagoon
area
West side is already
generally disturbed but
footprint is minimized
through this area

Bridge*

Longest distance between
approximate abutment
locations = 6,300 feet
Outside of the in-river
foundation “buffer area”
by 40 feet

Distance between
approximate abutment
locations = 6,225 feet
Alignment is optimized
relative to the foundation
buffer area (cannot get any
closer)

Distance between
approximate abutment
locations = 6,250 feet
Alignment is optimized
relative to the foundation
buffer area at west end

Roadway

Cost

Constructability/Risk

Pushing northward into the
ridgeline on the east side
creates risks for
sightlines/access from the
park and turning onto
SD44

Extra bridge length adds
cost
Uncertain geology on east
side – likely additional
geotechnical stability costs

Geotechnical risks on east
side with roadway location
along ridge and abutment
on the north edge of the
shelf that cuts back to the
bay

This alignment is very close
to the slope down to the
lagoon

Of the three alignments,
this is closest to retaining
the existing roadway
geometry and sightlines

This alignment strikes a
balance between the other
alternatives and moves
away from the lagoon pit
slope. This Cut and fill
volumes on the east side
are fairly balanced

All north bridge alignments
have substantial costs on
west side due to footprint

Largest west side footprint
requires larger short-term
investment in slope
stabilization
Slightly shorter bridge
length is a minor cost
savings versus other north
options

Extra bridge length adds
minimal cost
Reduced footprint on west
side reduces costs to get
back to SD44

Separation from the inriver alignment minimizes
foundations conflict risk

Large footprint on west
side is a long-term risk for
slope stability
Still outside of in-river
foundations conflict buffer,
but is effectively the
closest of the three
alignments to this risk area

Status/ Recommendation

Eliminate this alternative
from further consideration
(east side benefits are
minimal with greater
footprint, and don’t achieve
desired footprint reductions
on west side)

Eliminate this alternative
from further consideration
(west side impacts and risks
appear to far outweigh any
east side benefits)

Lowest risk option of the
three – uses the east side
shelf, the foundations risk
is minimized on the
eastern 2/3 of the in-river
alignment, and the west
side footprint is smallest.

*Note: the bridge distance calculations are slightly outdated based on new guidance for bridge abutment design, but the relationships between alternatives remain the same, with no change relative benefits/issues

Retain this alternative for
further consideration and
rename it as the “North”
Alignment/Alternative

